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GENERAL: 
-duration: 50 minutes 
-number of people on tour: two artists, in theatres a technician 
-location: outdoors, indoors, or in a circus tent 
-conditions: not possible outdoors when raining 
-transportation: one car 
-circus disciplines: juggling, tightwire, jumpropes, duo acrobatics 
 
STAGE: 
-Minimum 7m x 5m. Hard, stable, flat, dry and clean surface. The organiser provides 
a wooden stage floor (cassette floor or stage elements that can be levelled). Dance carpet not 
required but preferred. 
-Outdoor conditions: the tightwire structure requires one anchor point of minimum 
2000kg WLL on each side. If played on concrete, the organiser provides the anchoring weights and 
their installation (preferable on a wooden pallet to prevent sliding). If played on grass, Cie Hands 
some Feet provides the attachment points with metal plates and stakes. 
- Anchor points placed and show area reserved for buildup the day before, or minimum 
4 hours before show time.  
 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT: 
-The organiser provides the necessary PA system, Cie Hands some Feet brings their own 
microphones. Recorded music, live music and vocal played simultaneously. 
-If the show is to be performed in the dark or by twilight the organiser should provide lighting and 
a technician 
-Music copyrights to be provided by organiser, playlist on request 

TRAVEL  AND ACCOMMODATION: 
-travel expenses to be reimbursed by organiser 
-accommodation to be supplied in instances where the return of artists on same day is not possible 
due to distance or multiple show days are planned over a certain amount of days.  
-Food: one person gluten-free, both vegetarian  

OTHER 
-Space for warming up near the stage and safe storage for the artists personal belongings 
-The organiser provides a parking space for the car 
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